Use the word in brackets to form a new word that fits into each blank.

1. What the politician did was thought to be very _________________. (HONEST)
2. The headmaster received ________________ from the school authorities to open up a second class. (PERMIT)
3. The way people dress shows the kind of ________________ they possess. (PERSON)
4. I haven't got the ________________ to go to the headmaster and tell him what I think. (CONFIDENT)
5. The building has a special ________________ for ________________ people. (ENTER, ABLE)
6. The ________________ told me which room I had to go to. (ASSIST)
7. In my ________________ it was the right thing to do. (JUDGE)
8. The ________________ in the hotel was fantastic. Everyone was so ________________. (SERVE, FRIEND)
9. I'm in a ________________ with a wonderful woman I met a few months ago. (RELATION)
10. I am really ________________ for your help. Maybe I can help you too sometime. (GREAT)
11. He turned out to be a big ________________. I'll never believe him again. (LIE)
12. A ________________ of men's salaries with those of women shows that females still get ________________ pay. (COMPARE, EQUAL)
13. An automatic driving assistant can be ________________ in certain situations. (USE)
14. The ________________ halls of major airports are always full during the holiday season. (DEPART)
15. I had an ________________ at the dentist so I had to call off everything else. (APPOINT)
16. He has physical ________________ you can't even dream of. (ABLE)
17. The coach made the ________________ to discipline three players of his team. (DECIDE)
18. I had no idea that the jewellery was so _________________. (VALUE)
19. ________________ hardly ever tell the ________________. (POLTICS, TRUE)
20. The children had a ________________ ________________. Look at what they drew! (LIVE, IMAGINE)
1. What the politician did was thought to be very dishonest. (HONEST)
2. The headmaster received permission from the school authorities to open up a second class. (PERMIT)
3. The way people dress shows the kind of personality they possess. (PERSON)
4. I haven’t got the confidence to go to the headmaster and tell him what I think. (CONFIDENT)
5. The building has a special entrance for disabled people. (ENTER, ABLE)
6. The assistant told me which room I had to go to. (ASSIST)
7. In my judgement it was the right thing to do. (JUDGE)
8. The service in the hotel was fantastic. Everyone was so friendly. (SERVE, FRIEND)
9. I’m in a relationship with a wonderful woman I met a few months ago. (RELATION)
10. I am really grateful for your help. Maybe I can help you too sometime. (GREAT)
11. He turned out to be a big liar. I’ll never believe him again. (LIE)
12. A comparison of men’s salaries with those of women shows that females still get unequal pay. (COMPARE, EQUAL)
13. An automatic driving assistant can be useful in certain situations. (USE)
14. The departure halls of major airports are always full during the holiday season. (DEPART)
15. I had an appointment at the dentist’ so I had to call off everything else. (APPOINT)
16. He has physical abilities you can’t even dream of. (ABLE)
17. The coach made the decision to discipline three players of his team. (DECIDE)
18. I had no idea that the jewellery was so valuable. (VALUE)
19. Politicians hardly ever tell the truth. (POLITICS, TRUE)
20. The children had a lively imagination. Look at what they drew! (LIVE, IMAGINE)